
PRODUCT NEWS

THE APRIL EDIT
Our pick of the best new jewellery and watch launches 

from designers, brands and manufacturers

India Mahon
India Mahon’s designs use a vivid spectrum of 

gemstones set in precious metals. According to the 
Yorkshire-born designer, she makes “contemporary 

jewellery for confident fashion-conscious clients, which 
is simple, colourful and eminently wearable”. Examples 

include this Colette ring created from recycled 18ct 
yellow gold and a 5.69ct ethically sourced emerald. 

RRP £3,500/indiamahon.com

Scream Pretty
Fashion-led jewellery brand Scream Pretty’s 

latest collections offer a whole host of stackable 
jewellery pieces, from the Celestial Dome ring set 

with rainbow stones to its lightning bolt ear crawler. 
Turquoise pieces such as these mismatched 
double huggie earrings, made from recycled 
925 silver, tap into seasonal summer trends.

RRP £50/screampretty.com

Elliot Brown
Elliot Brown watches are created for 
the great outdoors. Its latest design, 

the new Bloxworth 3HD, has a vapour-
blasted dark gunmetal case, a signature 

basket weave texture on its dial and 
contrasting Super-LumiNova numerals 

in a bespoke Purbeck stone colour, 
with matching hands and batons. 

RRP £605/elliotbrownwatches.com

Giovanni Raspini 
Famed for its handmade silver jewellery, Italian brand 
Giovanni Raspini has released four new collections for 
SS22. Tuareg nods to nomadic Berber tribes; Butterfly 
(pictured) introduces pink mother-of-pearl cabochon 

cut quartz; Silk offers clean lines, silver-plated 
tubing and die-cast elements; and the Byzantine 
collection features sculptural silver link designs. 

RRP £160–£355/giovanniraspini.com

Dainty London
Winner of the Emerging Jewellery/Watch Brand of 

the Year award at the 2021 UK Jewellery Awards and 
featured on this month’s cover, Dainty London’s new 
collection for 2022, Utopia, is a demi-fine jewellery 

line featuring earrings, necklaces and cocktail rings. 
Each ring is named after a Greek goddess, such 
as this Athena ring with its pear-shaped stone. 

RRP £235/daintylondon.com
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Alice van Cal 
Jeweller Alice van Cal creates versatile fine jewellery 

with meaning. Inspired by “spiritual growth”, the 
Anima necklace has a drop chain pendant featuring a 
central gemstone, like this vivid 0.45ct emerald, with 
a chakra pendant, set with seven jewels, suspended 

from the 18ct rose gold chain. Other gemstone options 
include pink sapphires, garnets and amethysts. 

RRP £1,955/alicevancal.com

Oranda Stone
Created by London-based founder and designer 
Denise Louise Barzey-Riley (see our Rising Stars 

line-up on page 15), Oranda Stone is an independent 
jewellery brand that offers fine and demi-fine jewellery 

– from the Persephone cocktail ring with its green 
quartz stone nestled between signature skulls to 

more subtle designs like this Lua signet ring.
RRP From £215/orandastone.com 

Rosie Kent
Jewellery designer Rosie Kent is based in a canal-side 

mill in Marple, on the edge of the Peak District. Her 
latest collection, Nebula, is a 9ct recycled gold capsule 

range of tiny fine stone-set studs and pendants, 
inspired by clusters of space dust. The earrings are 
sold as single studs with a 3mm ball screw back in 

yellow gold and are comfortable enough to sleep in. 
RRP £105–£180/rosiekent.com

Kit Heath
Highlights of the British brand’s SS22 

sterling silver collection include 
a necklace with two open-profile 

embracing hearts in sterling silver and 
18ct gold plate. Figaro chain bracelets 

have been restyled with edgier links and 
freshwater pearls. The Céleste collection 

features celestial designs embellished 
with pavé cubic zirconia and 18ct gold 

plate while the new Radiance collection 
(pictured) consists of fanned silver rays.

RRP Earrings, £70; necklace, £85/
kitheath.com
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Francesca Mo
Francesca Mo is an Italian jeweller and architect. 

Based in Milan, she creates delicate, eye-catching 
jewels. Statement pieces include her brightly 

coloured Ghiaccio earring collection, made from 
handcrafted vibrant glass mounted in 18ct gold, 

and these Only for You rings, which feature a hidden 
cubic zirconia or natural stone in the design. 

RRP £190 each/francescamogioielli.it


